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A B S T R A C T

Gallium nitride substrates grown by the hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) method using a patterned growth
process have been characterized by synchrotron monochromatic beam X-ray topography in the grazing incidence
geometry. Images reveal a starkly heterogeneous distribution of dislocations with areas as large as 0.3 mm2

containing threading dislocation densities below 103 cm−2 in between a grid of strain centers with higher
threading dislocation densities (>104 cm−2). Basal plane dislocation densities in these areas are as low as 104

cm−2. By comparing the recorded images of dislocations with ray tracing simulations of expected dislocations in
GaN, the Burgers vectors of the dislocations have been determined. The distribution of threading screw/mixed
dislocations (TSDs/TMDs), threading edge dislocations (TEDs) and basal plane dislocations (BPDs) is discussed
with implications for fabrication of power devices.

1. Introduction

The wide bandgap semiconductor, gallium nitride (GaN), has ap-
plications in optoelectronic devices such as light emitting diodes and
laser diodes, as well as in power electronic devices such as switches and
inverters. GaN along with the other wide bandgap semiconductors,
especially silicon carbide (SiC), are being developed to replace silicon
in power electronic devices because of their large electric breakdown
field, higher current density and thermal conductivity, faster switching
and lower on-resistance. Realization of GaN power devices requires
affordable, high quality GaN wafers for commercialization. However,
the development of bulk GaN of high structural quality is limited by the
available growth techniques for GaN. Melt growth techniques are pre-
cluded for GaN and therefore other growth techniques have to be em-
ployed including crystallization from gas phase, solution and their
combinations. The high pressure, high temperature method yields high

quality, but small crystals [1]. Physical vapor transport (PVT) method
[2,3] development has been very limited, and the Na-flux method [4,5]
has yet be successfully commercialized. The ammonothermal growth
method [6,7] is capable of producing high quality crystals and sizes up
to 2″ in diameter are commercially available, but in limited quantities.
This technique is limited by low growth rates and potentially high point
defect concentrations. Currently, hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE)
[8,9] i.e. crystallization from the gas phase at ambient pressure is the
most common approach for manufacturing GaN substrates at high
growth rates (>100 µm/hr) and high purity. However, these substrates
are grown on foreign substrates, such as sapphire, gallium arsenide or
silicon carbide and suffer from large dislocation densities (>106 cm−2)
due to significant differences in lattice parameters and coefficients of
thermal expansion. These lead to high densities of defects such as
threading dislocations and grain boundaries, as well as considerable
bowing of crystallographic planes, all of which contribute to lowered
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yield and degraded device performance.
To overcome the limitations of using foreign substrates for HVPE

growth, patterned growth methods [9] have been developed to lower
the dislocation densities. These patterned growth methods can con-
centrate dislocations to small areas leaving the remaining regions re-
latively dislocation-free (<102 cm−2). These methods were initially
developed and successfully implemented for fabricating violet laser
diodes [10]. Such substrates can potentially also be employed for fab-
ricating GaN-based power devices. However, for power device appli-
cations, the presence of certain types of dislocations can be deleterious.
It has been shown that threading dislocations, especially those with a
screw component, play an important role in reverse-bias current
leakage in GaN diodes [11,12]. In 2016, a more recent study by Hor-
ibuchi, et al. showed that under heat treatment, helical dislocations can
form above threading dislocations, which can have a significant impact
on the performance of the devices fabricated in the area [13]. On the
other hand, the role of basal plane dislocations during device operation
while studied in considerable detail in silicon carbide power devices
[14–16] has not been investigated in GaN-based power devices.
Therefore, in order for these substrates to be used for power devices, a
detailed knowledge of the microstructure (i.e. the type and distribution
of dislocations) is necessary. In this study, a detailed characterization of
this distribution has been carried out non-destructively using synchro-
tron X-ray topography in conjunction with ray tracing simulations to
determine the distribution of various types of dislocations present in a
typical HVPE GaN substrate growth by the patterned method.

2. Experiment

HVPE GaN substrates (single side polished) obtained from
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation [9] and grown by the patterned

method similar to that described in [10], were imaged by synchrotron
X-ray topography [17] at beamline 1-BM, Advanced Photon Source at
Argonne National Laboratory. The defects of interest are primarily the
threading dislocations that terminate at the surface of the substrate that
will replicate into the overgrown epilayer, as well as basal plane dis-
locations (BPDs) close to the surface that can potentially propagate into
the epilayer. To image these defects, the grazing incidence geometry
(Fig. 1) is particularly suitable. In grazing-incidence reflection, a very
small incident angle is used (typically 2°) and the 1 1 2̄ 4 reflection is
recorded (39.13° to (0 0 0 1) surface). The penetration depth of the x-
ray beams, tp

k in the grazing incidence geometry for defective crystals is
determined by photoelectric absorption and given by:

=
+( )t

µ
1

p
k

sin sin
1

H0 (1)

where µ is the absorption coefficient (cm−1) of GaN at the X-ray energy
used, 0 is the incident angle (~2°) and H (~80.13°) is the exit angle
with the surface of the sample. For the 1 1 2̄ 4 reflection for GaN at
9.37 keV, the penetration depth based on photoelectric absorption is
calculated to be approximately 2 μm. While the X-ray beam is large
enough to cover the entire sample at the grazing angle, lattice distor-
tions (strains, tilts, curvature) limit the actual region diffracted at a set
angle. In order to image the entire area, the sample is rotated about an
axis parallel to the [1 1̄ 0 0] direction in steps of 0.015° to obtain an
effective misorientation contour map.

For comparison purposes, HVPE GaN substrates produced by growth
on non-patterned foreign substrates have also been imaged. The images
were recorded on high resolution Agfa Structurix D3sc X-ray films.

3. Ray tracing simulations

A ray-tracing simulation based on an orientation contrast me-
chanism provides an excellent tool to qualitatively and quantitatively
interpret the dislocation images on X-ray topographs. It has been suc-
cessfully used in back-reflection X-ray topography to clarify the screw
character of the micropipes in SiC [18]. It also has been used to reveal
the dislocation sense of screw dislocations [19], the Burgers vectors of
threading edge dislocations [20], the core structure of Shockley partial
dislocations [21] and the sign of Frank partial dislocations [22]. Ray
tracing simulations have also similarly been used to characterize
threading screw and edge dislocations in AlN [23] and ZnO [24]. Sin-
tonen, et al. simulated images of threading screw and mixed disloca-
tions in back reflection X-ray topography in GaN and correlated those
with defects images from GaN grown by the ammonothermal method

Fig. 1. Schematic of the grazing incidence geometry using the synchrotron
monochromatic X-ray beam.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram for ray-tracing simulation; (b) Coordinate system setup used for ray tracing simulation in grazing incidence geometry.
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[25]. The back reflection geometry is insensitive to sense of dislocations
and threading edge and basal plane dislocations are out of contrast on
these images. The use of grazing incidence geometry overcomes these
limitations and can be used to characterize all dislocations present.

In ray-tracing simulations the mosaic region around the dislocation
(or other defect) is divided into a large number of cubic diffraction units
with their local misorientations coinciding with the long-range dis-
placement field of the dislocation or defect. The key point is to obtain
the plane normal after distortion due to the strain fields associated with
the defects. The plane normal n x y z¯ ( , , ) after distortion is given by

=n x y z n x y z n x y z u x y z¯ ( , , ) ¯ ( , , ) [ ¯ ( , , )· ¯ ( , , )]0 0 (2)

where n x y z¯ ( , , )0 is the plane normal before distortion and u x y z¯ ( , , )is
the displacement field of the dislocation or other defect. When X-rays
are incident (with incidence wave vector s0) on the crystal surface, local
distortion on the reflecting planes will result in the variation of dif-
fracted beam directions sg. The diffracted beam direction is given by

× = ×s n n sg0 . Diffracted beams with slightly different directions
will be collected on the recording plane, and contrast is formed as the
diffracted beams are overlapped or separated. A schematic of the ray-
tracing simulation principle is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the coordinate
system employed for the simulation is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

In the case of a pure screw type dislocation, the displacement field,
u, is purely along the z axis and is given by [26]:

=u b
2

arctan y
xz (3)

where b is the Burgers vector of c, i.e. [0 0 0 1].
An additional displacement in the c-plane caused by the surface

relaxation effect should also be taken into consideration. This effect
takes place when the threading dislocation is close to the free surface of
the crystal because the strain components perpendicular to the surface
have to be zero in order to satisfy the free surface boundary conditions.
These are given by [26]:
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For pure edge type dislocation, a new coordinate system should be

set where the x-axis is parallel to the Burgers vector’s direction. The
displacement field is given by [27]:
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where is the Poisson’s ratio. The displacements as written approx-
imate the wurtzite-structure GaN as isotropically elastic materials.

Wolfram Mathematica® 12 is used to carry out the simulation pro-
cess. In the code, a coordinate system is initially selected. Then, the
wave vector of the incident beam and plane normal of a perfect lattice
are calculated so that the position of the dislocation image on the film is
located. After that, a matrix is set up to store the intensity map of the
diffracted beam. Finally, an intensity map of the stored matrix is
plotted.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Experimental results

A reflection topograph from a typical unpatterned HVPE GaN wafer
(Note: Wafer not provided by Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation) is
shown in Fig. 3. The topograph shows a defective crystalline layer free
from inhomogeneous strains and characterized by a more or less uni-
form distribution of defects. However, no individual defects are re-
solved from which the defect density is estimated to be greater than
106/cm2, the limit of resolution for x-ray topography. A comparison of
the X-ray images with the corresponding optical photograph (not
shown here) reveals some elongation or contraction of the X-ray image.
This distortion is due to bending of lattice planes from residual stresses.
These stresses originate from the thermal expansion coefficient mis-
match of GaN with the foreign substrate (sapphire, GaAs or SiC) on
which the GaN was grown.

A grazing incidence topograph recorded from a 10 mm × 10 mm
patterned HVPE GaN wafer is shown in Fig. 4. The image reveals a

Fig. 3. Reflection topograph from the Ga face of a HVPE GaN wafer showing a
uniform, but high, density of dislocations (>106/cm2).

Fig. 4. Synchrotron monochromatic beam grazing incidence X-ray topograph
(g= 1 1 2̄ 4; 9.37 KeV) showing the microstructure of a HVPE GaN substrate
wafer. A mesh of strain centers is observed with a heterogeneous distribution of
threading and basal dislocations emanating from most centers.
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microstructure characterized by a periodic pattern that originates from
the patterned growth process employed to lower the dislocation density
and stress in the substrate. The pattern consists of a grid or mesh
(spacing ~800 µm) of strain centers (i.e. regions of high distortion

caused by inhomogeneous strains and tilts) that originate at the pat-
terned array of exposed regions where the film originally nucleated on
the dissimilar substrate. Based on the mechanism of defect reduction
employed for this patterned growth process, these regions contain a
high density of dislocations, which is not readily resolved on the X-ray
topographs. However, the much larger regions between these centers of
distortions are characterized as of very low dislocation densities as
shown in the high magnification image in Fig. 5 because most threading
dislocations remain concentrated near the strain center. However, BPDs
emanating from the strain centers sometimes propagate deep into the
surrounding regions. Under the high temperatures (>1000 °C) used for
subsequent MOCVD growths, implantation annealing and other treat-
ments for device fabrication, these BPDs can potentially glide and
multiply under the influence of thermal stresses that are generated.
They could then propagate into the previously dislocation-free regions
and possibly replicate into the epilayer. The presence of these BPDs
could be highly damaging to device operation and likely leading to
failure. Therefore, it is critical to limit their spread, especially into the
active device regions. The presence of BPDs could, therefore, limit the
amount of useful area available for device fabrication, and thusly re-
duce yield.

Polarized optical microscopy of the surface of the patterned GaN
wafer also shows contrast from the patterned growth as shown in
Fig. 6(a) and (c). We observe that some centers of strains show bundles
of BPDs originating from it and propagating deep into the adjacent
regions (Fig. 6(d)).

Fig. 5. High magnification X-ray grazing incidence topograph showing the
defect distribution around a single strain center. Note the inhomogeneous
distortion at the strain center and threading dislocations scattered near it. BPDs
emanating from the strain center propagate deep into the surrounding regions.

Fig. 6. Polarized optical micrographs (a, c) and corresponding grazing incidence X-ray topographs (b, d) from selected regions of the patterned HVPE GaN substrate
wafer. Optical micrographs show contrast from the patterns while X-ray topograph show the dislocation distribution. Note the bundles of dislocations originating
from strain centers in (d).
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Dislocation density measurements were carried out around selected
centers of strain. The dislocation types observed are BPDs, TEDs and
TSDs/TMDs. Clearly the regions closer to the strain centers are char-
acterized by high dislocation densities and strains, while further away,
few dislocations are observed. A low dislocation density area can be
obtained as a 490 µm by 610 µm rectangle is shown in the inset in
Fig. 7(a), where the BPD density is calculated as 9.2 × 104/cm2, while
no obvious TSDs and TEDs are observed. However, in another region
with a relatively higher dislocation density shown in Fig. 7(b), the area
is a rectangle of 642 µm by 626 µm. The BPD density is measured as
1.35 × 105/cm2, and the TSD and TED density are 9.95 × 102/cm2 and
9.85 × 103/cm2 respectively.

4.2. Correlation of X-ray topographs with ray tracing simulations

Using the simulated images of threading dislocations, the Burgers
vectors of the dislocations observed on the X-ray topographs have been
characterized. This method of characterization eliminates the need to
record multiple reflections for conventional Burgers vector analysis and
has been extensively applied in SiC, AlN and ZnO crystals as described
in earlier sections.

4.2.1. Basal Plane Dislocations (BPDs)
Two types of BPDs are simulated, which are pure edge type and pure

screw type. For each type, both of the opposite sign Burgers vectors are
adopted. As seen in Fig. 8(b), for edge type BPD the contrast appears to
be either bright or dark, while screw type BPDs show bright and dark
contrasts at the same time. On Fig. 8(a), the topograph shows curved
BPD segments. The contrast varies from white to black/white. Few dark
contrast BPDs are observed.

4.2.2. Threading Screw Dislocations (TSDs)
Single TSDs with Burgers vectors of +c and −c are simulated and

correlated with X-ray topography images, as shown in Fig. 9, to char-
acterize their Burgers vectors.

Often opposite sign TSD pairs (Fig. 10(a)) are observed in topo-
graphy images of the GaN wafer. Comparison with simulated images of
opposite pairs of TSDs separated by different distances allows us to
determine the separation between these dislocations. For Fig. 11(a), the
separation between them is estimated to be around 10 μm.

4.2.3. Threading Edge Dislocations (TEDs)
According to the extra atomic half planes associated with the TEDs,

Fig. 7. (a), (b) High magnification X-ray topographs of selected regions of a patterned HVPE GaN wafer showing a distribution of BPDs, TSDs/TMDs and TEDs.
Enlarged images inset show the low dislocation density regions where device fabrication can potentially be carried out.
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six different types of TEDs are simulated (Fig. 11(a)). Their Burgers
vectors are at 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, 300° and 0° counterclockwise to the
g-vector on the X-ray films, which in this case is [1 1 2̄ 0].

4.2.4. Threading Mixed Dislocations (TMDs)
TMDs have both c and a components, and therefore there are 12

combinations between opposite sign c-components and 6 different types
of a-components. It is noted that the tilt direction of the ellipse in the
contrast is to the right when the c-component of the Burgers vector is
positive while it is tilted to the left when the c-component of the
Burgers vector is negative (Fig. 12).

5. Conclusions

Synchrotron X-ray topography in conjunction with ray tracing si-
mulations has been successfully used to characterize the type and dis-
tribution of dislocations in patterned HVPE GaN substrate wafers. Areas
as large as 0.3 mm2 with threading dislocation densities below 102

cm−2 are observed in between a grid of strain centers with relatively
higher threading dislocation densities (>104 cm−2). Basal plane dis-
location densities in these areas are as low as 104 cm−2. The Burgers
vectors of some of these dislocations have been determined by com-
parison with ray tracing simulations. The areas of low dislocation
densities are comparable to the 0.23 mm2 active device area for 1.2 kV
GaN vertical power FinFETs [28] and are thus potentially suitable for
fabrication of vertical power devices, but larger areas will be needed for
higher voltage devices.
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Fig. 8. Ray tracing simulated images of different types of straight BPDs in GaN (at left in each panel) and corresponding X-ray topography images from patterned a
HVPE GaN wafer showing curved BPDs (at right each panel). (a) Edge type (+); (b) Edge type (−); (c) Screw type (right and left handed).

Fig. 9. (a) Ray tracing simulated images of TSDs with Burgers vectors of +c (left) and −c (right) in GaN; (b) Corresponding X-ray topography images from wafer.
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Fig. 10. (a) X-ray topograph showing contrast from opposite sign pairs of TSDs; (b) Ray tracing simulated images of opposite sign TSD pairs with distances of 1 µm,
5 µm, 10 µm, 20 µm, and 40 µm (from left to right). Comparison with the X-ray topograph indicates a separation of around 10 µm (I) between the dislocations.

Fig. 11. (a) Simulated images of the 6 different types of TEDs that can be present in GaN. The Burgers vectors are [1̄ 2 1̄ 0]1
3 , [2̄ 1 1 0]1

3 , [1̄ 1̄ 2 0]1
3 ,

[1 2̄ 1 0]1
3 , [2 1̄ 1̄ 0]1

3 and [1 1 2̄ 0]1
3 , respectively (b) Images of TEDs on X-ray topographs with inset simulated images corresponding to their likely Burgers

vectors.
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Fig. 12. Simulated images of 12 different types of c+ a type threading mixed dislocations. The Burgers vectors calculated is listed in Table 1.

Table 1
Burgers vectors of TMDs simulated in Fig. 12.

c + 0°a c + 60°a c + 120°a c + 180°a c + 240°a c + 300°a

Burgers Vector [1 1 2̄ 3]1
3 [1̄ 2 1̄ 3]1

3 [2̄ 1 1 3]1
3 [1̄ 1̄ 2 3]1

3 [1 2̄ 1 3]1
3 [2 1̄ 1̄ 3]1

3

−c + 0°a −c + 60°a −c + 120°a −c + 180°a −c + 240°a −c + 300°a

Burgers Vector [1 1 2̄ 3̄]1
3 [1̄ 2 1̄ 3̄]1

3 [2̄ 1 1 3̄]1
3 [1̄ 1̄ 2 3̄]1

3 [1 2̄ 1 3̄]1
3 [2 1̄ 1̄ 3̄]1

3
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